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ABSTRACT
Internet based communication systems appear in many forms
from email to Instant Messenger and chat services to Voice
over IP (VoIP). Common weaknesses of these current communication systems include inherent security vulnerabilities
to attacks such as SPAM/SPIT/SPIM and DDoS, a lack
of separation between routing address and identity, and a
lack of message receiver controllability. Based on these observations, we describe preliminary ideas and analysis of
a new communication architecture called DSL (Davis Social Links), which integrates the trust relationships of social networks into the internet communication infrastructure
to provide receiver controllability, traceability, and global
connectivity without centralized services or globally unique
IDs. Although it is still in the early stages of development, we believe that DSL can help thwart many largescale information-based attacks faced by the Internet community.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed
Systems

General Terms
Design, Security

Keywords
Social network, SPAM, P2P, routing

1.

INTRODUCTION

The current Internet architecture as well as many application layer communication frameworks, such as email, VoIP,
or instant messenger, does not provide sufficient controllability for its end users. Each communication party has one or
more routable identities, e.g., domain names, IP or email addresses. Once an identity becomes public, the owner of that
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identity, in general, cannot make it “unknown” to the world
unless he/she changes to a new identity (and, of course, the
same problem repeats). If this identity is an email address,
it will be collected and used by spammers. If it is an IP
address (maybe being resolved from a domain name), it will
become a DDoS target for “bots.”
Communication activities in general represent a trust relationship between the communicating parties. When two
users communicate, both parties should know how much
trust they share. Depending on the trust level, the message
might be treated very differently. Today’s cyber communication infrastructure such as IP or email, however, does
not explicitly utilize the concept of trust in the infrastructure itself. In fact, the receiver (or a middle box such as
an intrusion prevention system) has to derive such somewhat implicit information from the header or the payload
to determine how to appropriately treat the incoming message/packet. As a result, the solutions we have today, under the current communication infrastructure, are either not
scalable or ineffective, or both. Not having trust as a first
class citizen in the communication infrastructure, as we believe, is a key reason for the Internet community having so
many information-based large-scale attacks such as DDoS,
SPAM/SPIT/SPIM, Phishing, and Botnet.
Another related issue in the current Internet architecture
is traceability. Today, we have very limited traceability for
our communication activities. Traceroute or similar tells us
which network routers are in the middle of an end-to-end
communication path. Various probabilistic packet marking or ICMP traceback schemes have been proposed, but
it is still unclear how these tracing information will help
us to defend our network better. Methods for stepping
stone tracing for certain applications (such as VoIP/Skype
or SSH/Telnet) have been developed. While we might use
such network forensic information (if we can obtain them,
in the first place) to hunt down some sources of malicious
activities, the victim has usually suffered already. Given the
recent development of bots and their future P2P-style command and control, our chance to win, in any way, is really
decreasing. We argue that, in developing the architecture
presented here, tracing the source along the physical communication path around the Internet is insufficient. The
source must be accompanied with the trust/social relationship between the communicating parties. In other words, we
need to trace not only which intermediate network routers
have been used to route a message from Alice to Bob but
also “what trust relationships did Alice use to communicate
with Bob?” Without the latter, it would be hard for the

receiver/victim or the service provider to effectively defend
against unwanted traffic.
Based on our observations of certain security issues in
today’s Internet, we propose a new communication architecture called DSL (Davis Social Links), where we integrate/collapse the trust relationships, normally being only
maintained, in the application layer into the network service infrastructure itself explicitly. The key idea of DSL is
to route/forward packets from one network entity to another
only via one of the many social network paths between them.
A social link path represents a quantitative direct/indirect
trust relationship between two parties as well as the intermediate social routers supporting the communication. More
importantly, without proper trust relationships, it will be
very difficult for an attacker (even an insider) to even obtain a valid social network path to reach a particular destination. Once a social network path is established, the
trust ranking for that particular communication path can
be utilized by the receiver to properly prioritize incoming
packets/messages. Furthermore, upon being attacked, the
receiver can either downgrade the trust associated with the
communication path or even withdraw from that particular
social link relationship.
While the DSL project is still in its infancy stage, in this
paper, we describe the architecture as well as a few design
principles. Our simulation evaluation is still very preliminary, while some of the technical challenges are still being
actively developed.

2.

• Recipient Controllability: DSL provides a recipient controlled routing protocol. A user/node is able to control the routing path via which other users/nodes send
messages to it, and automatically rejects unwanted
messages. This enables an effective defense against
spamming types of attacks.
• Global Connectivity without Global Identities: DSL employs addressless routing, i.e. there is no global ID
for users/nodes. DSL accomplishes this by embedding
the path information into RDMs and using a set of
loop detection methods including bloom filter based
duplicate detection, hop count checking and forwarding path analysis. Please note that, in today’s Internet, we have global routable identities (such as IP or
email addresses). Some recent works such as [2] propose to separate identities from routing addresses (e.g.,
to support better mobility). However, we still need to
administratively assign unique identities and routing
addresses within the Internet. In DSL, we do not have
any form of global identities. The concept of identity in DSL is completely in the application layer, a
particular application will define its own identification
scheme for the network entities using that application.

THE DSL (DAVIS SOCIAL LINKS)
ARCHITECTURE

Conceptually, DSL is built on top of social networks among
individual network entities. These relatively small strongly
connected networks are joined together to create a large
overlay network based on the small-world phenomenon [12].
In order for a pair of nodes to communicate, they must
either share a direct link or find a communication path
through the social network consisting of intermediate nodes
willing to route messages. Nodes with strong social relationships are connected by direct links. Nodes joined by these
links can transmit messages using a pre-established channel
without the aid of DSL. Nodes that wish to communicate
with other nodes for which they do not have a direct link
must attempt to find a routable path 1 through the social
network to the desired destination. This route discovery is
made possible first by the exchange of keywords between
nodes connected by direct links. These keywords represent
the interests of the corresponding node and are used by a
node attempting to discover a route to a particular node as
tokens to “buy” routing service.
Route discovery begins when the node desiring to send
a data message, referred to as the sender, creates a route
discovery message (RDM) based on information about the
intended receiving node, referred to as the recipient. The
RDM is a query for a path to the receiving node containing
the intended recipient’s keywords. At each hop, an intermediate node, which can be thought of as a Social Network
Router (SNR), uses local rules to match the keywords included in the RDM to the keywords of its directly connected
1

nodes and forwards the RDM along the appropriate direct
links. When the RDM reaches the intended recipient, the
receiving node responds with a source-routed (ACK) message that contains the path that the sender will use for data
transmission. When the sending node receives the (ACK)
message it can use this path to transmit data messages.
DSL’s keyword-based route discovery is actually similar
to a decentralized version of Google. In Google, we provide
a set of keywords and the search engine of Google will provide ranked pointers to a set of webpages matching these
input keywords. One difference between Google and DSL
is that, in Google, both ranking and searching are being
done under a centralized administrative domain. Another
difference is that, in Google, the keywords corresponding to
some specific content (i.e. search terms that produce particular search results)are being extracted by Google, while,
in DSL, the content itself (or the owner of the content) has
the authority to decide what keywords to announce under
this totally decentralized framework.
Among many issues related to DSL, in this paper, we will
focus on two novel architectural designs:

Since we only care about a routable path here, without
further specifying, a path means a routable path in the rest
of this paper.

3.

NOTATIONS

This section defines the basic notations used in this paper.
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph, where V represents a set of vertices and E represents a set of links between
the vertices in V . If v and u are two vertices in V , then
e(v, u) is a Boolean function representing whether there is
a direct link in E connecting v and u (i.e., e(v, u) = 1 if v
and u are directly connected in G, otherwise e(v, u) = 0).
By default, e(v, v) = 1.
If e(v, u) = 1, then u is a neighbor of v and vice versa.
Each vertex has a set of neighbors. N (v, i) represents the ith
neighbor of vertex v. In other words, if e(v, u) = 1, then ∃i,
N (v, i) = u and ∃j, N (u, j) = v. By default, N (v, 0) = v,
∀v. Furthermore, we denote IN (v, u) = i (i.e., the index
of u in v’s neighbor list is i), and IN (u, v) = j (i.e., the
index of v in u’s neighbor list is j). Finally, we define the

Symbol
N (v, i)
IN (v, u)
#(v)
R(v, u)
KAnn (v, i)
KAgg (v)
KInc (v)
KDes
KInt
KRDM (v)
KAck (v)
TAck (v)
TIgn (v)
SF
SD

Table 1: List of Symbols
Explanation
a node which is v’s ith neighbor
the index of u in v’s neighbor list
the number of v’s neighbors, other than v itself
Boolean, whether it is routable from v to u
the set of announced keywords which v sends to its ith neighbor
the set of keywords aggregated by v
the set of incoming keywords which v gets from all neighbors
the set of keywords for destination nodes acceptance
the set of keywords purely for intermediate nodes acceptance
KDes (v) ∪ KInt (v) in the RDM sent from v
the set of keywords which v is interested in
the acknowledgement threshold of v
the ignore threshold of v
A stack in RDM to record the forwarding path for ACK delivery
A stack in ACK to record the forwarding path for data transmission

number
of neighbors of a vertex v other than v itself, #(v) =
P
u∈V,u6=v e(v, u).
Let R(v, u) be a Boolean function representing whether
it is routable to send a message from v to u. While the
complete definition of the function R will be given later, we
now define that R(v, u) = 1 and R(u, v) = 1 if e(v, u) = 1
(please note that this is if, not iff ). By default, R(v, v) = 1
(reflective routability).
The other notations are listed in Table 1, which will be
introduced in the following sections.

4.

KEYWORD BASED ROUTING CONTROL

Besides the trust from social relationships, DSL provides
a recipient controlled routing protocol, which incorporates
application layer semantics (represented by keywords), to
get a balance between security and routability.

4.1

DSL Trust Model

Some existing work [3] [7] [5] considers a message sent by
a trusted party to be trustworthy while there are several
fundamental problems with this assumption.
• The trust may be dynamic. A party may be trustworthy at some point in time and then later untrusted. For
example, a former employee is not as trusted by a company as s/he was when s/he was a current employee.
Another good example is a compromised trusted party,
such as bot machines.
• The trust may be non-transitive. Some previous work
suffers from the case when transitivity does not hold.
For example, A trusts B and B trusts C, while A does
not trust C.
• The trust may be non-uniform. For example, A trusts
B as a colleague for job-related issues but may not
trust B’s opinion on personal matters.
The previous work has to employ tedious, and sometimes
ad hoc, penalizations to deal with these problems. DSL’s
trust model, however, requires that the message has to be
sent/forwarded by a trusted party and at the same time satisfy required application layer semantics. This model helps
DSL avoid the above problems and simplifies the design. We
will further explain this model in the following sections.

4.2

Keyword Based Filtering

We first formally define a few primitives in DSL. A message is an application layer object and a keyword is a specified property for objects. Matching is the process of evaluating whether a message is consistent with a keyword, resulting in either match or not match.
For example, in email systems, an email is a message, and
the keyword may be a string, a regular expression, or a finite
state machine(FSM). The corresponding matching process
is to see whether the email contains the string, qualifies the
regular expression, or produces a qualified state of the FSM.
For VoIP, a phone call is a message, and the keyword may
be a caller ID or a certain speech pattern.
Treating a neighbor as a trusted party and using keywords
to represent the application layer semantics, the DSL trust
model can be described as follows: Each node in DSL has
a set of keywords denoted as KAck and only acknowledges
a route discovery message which is sent by a neighbor and
matches KAck (Section 5.1 formally describes route discovery and matching). A path between two nodes will be established for data transmission iff they pass the route discovery
process. The following data transmission messages are not
subject to keyword filtering.
Besides filtering at local hosts, DSL employs keyword exchange so that each DSL node can do filtering for other
nodes. More specifically, if e(v, u) = 1, then v and u will
exchange keywords with each other. ∀i, KAnn (v, i) is the set
of announced keywords being exchanged from the vertex v
to its ith neighbor. KAnn may be different from KAck . In either case, node u’s third neighbor v that receives KAnn (u, 3)
from a node u cannot determine KAck (u). Thus a compromised neighbor of u cannot leak KAck (u). Each vertex
has user/policy-defined functions to produce KAnn . Also, a
vertex may choose, according to local policy, different sets
of KAnn for each individual neighbor. For example, either
KAnn (v, i) 6= KAnn (v, j) or KAnn (v, i) = KAnn (v, j), when
i 6= j. We denote KAnn (v, 0) = ∪i∈[1,#(v)] KAnn (v, i).
For instance, a social relationship between Alice and Bob
means that they are directly connected by a social link.
They exchange their keywords for route discovery messages
sent via this link. Suppose Alice’s keyword is “security” and
Bob’s keyword is “network.” To exchange route discovery

messages an RDM from Alice (orginated or forwarded) to
Bob must include “network” and an RDM from Bob to Alice must include “security” in their respective KRDM fields
, otherwise the message will be dropped.
For confidentiality or integrity concerns, the message content, except the keywords, would be encrypted with the recipient’s public key or signed with the senders private key
respectively, which can be exchanged when they set up their
DSL connection, i.e. establish their social relationship. The
initial DSL connection setup is out of the scope of DSL,
therefore we do not discuss key exchange or related details
in this paper. We assume the availability of strong cryptography, which cannot be easily compromised.

4.3

Routability: Keyword Propagation

Keywords are also used to increase the routability of a
node as a recipient. A DSL node exchanges keywords, which
describe desired/expected messages for itself and possibly
some of its neighbors, with its neighbors. Keyword exchange
and propagation improve the visibility of each DSL node and
each node is able to set its own policy to generate, exchange
and propagate keywords such that it can control, to some
degree, the routes for incoming messages.
For instance, Bob publishes some keywords, together with
his public key if necessary, on his homepage for people without a direct DSL with him to discover message routes to
him. Then another user, Carol, may use these keywords
to discover a path, by using her own DSLs, to Bob within
a DSL network and then sends her data messages to Bob.
If Bob’s keywords are popular, i.e. many nodes have social links that will match them, Carol’s RDM will probably
reach Bob. If Bob’s keywords are not so well known by other
nodes, however, Carol has to include other keywords in her
RDM to increase her chances of finding a route to Bob.
With the current Internet and many of its applications, a
sender is able to send a message to any other node as long as
it has the recipient’s identity, hence a compromised machine
can be easily used as a source of spam. While in DSL, the
requirement for including keywords to find a path between
the sender and the recipient prevents a spammer from sending messages to other nodes without appropriate knowledge
about the possible keyword and path combinations to reach
the recipient. In other words, a sender has to choose the correct keywords and links to establish a routable path, which
varies from different starting and ending nodes. The details
of route discovery are shown in Section 5.1.

4.4

Scalability: Keyword Aggregation

The number of direct links for an individual node may become large, for example, recent analysis of social networks
suggests that the average number of “friends” for a single
node is around 150 [1]. Moreover, after propagating the keywords, each node will also receive keywords corresponding
to nodes which are not directly connected to it. In order
for our system to be scalable for large networks (say, several
millions of nodes), keyword aggregation is introduced into
DSL, which is an automated local operation completely at
the discretion of the aggregating node. In other words, each
node uses keyword aggregation primarily as a mechanism
for limiting the number of keywords that it must maintain.
The set of incoming keywords for a vertex v from all its

neighbors (including v itself) can be computed as follows.
[
KInc (v) =
KAnn (ui , IN (ui , v)) ui = N (v, i)
i∈[0,#(v)]

Then we can define the aggregation function:
KAgg (v) = Aggregation(KInc (v))
By default, Aggregation(KInc (v)) = ∅ for a node v, which
means v’s keywords are not aggregated. After getting a
new aggregation function, v checks the current keywords in
KAnn (v, i) and replaces the keywords which have been aggregated with their counter parts in KAgg (v), i.e. v updates
its announced keywords according to its aggregation rules.
Aggregation functions or rules are decided by applications
and out of the scope of this paper, while the aggregation
process itself is an important building block in DSL. It is
important to note that the aggregation function and associated update mechansim must be chosen carefully in order
to limit negative effects on network reachability.

5.

ADDRESSLESS ROUTING

In DSL, there is no global ID for any node. Instead,
DSL provides routability and traceability with an addressless routing protocol.

5.1

Route Discovery

To set up a connection with another vertex t in G, s has to
send an RDM, which consists of two sets of keywords: KDes
and KInt . KDes represents the keywords for the intended
recipient, while KInt is used purely for passing through the
intermediate nodes. Let KRDM (s) = KDes ∪ KInt denote
the keywords in s’s RDM. Besides KRDM (s), an RDM also
includes an initially empty stack SF to record the forwarding
path of the RDM, for the future ACK delivery from t to s.
The route discovery process performs as follows at each
node which receives the RDM.
1. Acceptance: A vertex v accepts an RDM from its ith
neighbor only if KRDM (s) ⊇ KAnn (v, i). v may simply drop the RDM and does not need to respond to its
ith neighbor. 2
2. Loop Detection: DSL considers both message ID and
hop count to avoid/detect loops. Any RDM which fails
loop detection will be dropped. We discuss the details
for loop detection in Section 5.3.
For an RDM that passes loop detection, v has the following three options:
• Forward the RDM to a neighbor
• Acknowledge the RDM as a recipient
• Ignore the RDM by dropping it
v will first try both forwarding and acknowledgement, and
if neither of them happens, v drops the RDM by default. v
may forward and acknowledge the same RDM for there may
exist multiple recipients.
2
v does not need to respond to its ith neighbor even if v
accepts the RDM.

Figure 1: RDM Delivery

Figure 2: ACK Delivery
• if SF = ∅, the ACK delivery is completed, i.e.
u = s. s pushes the neighbor ID, from which s
received the ACK, into SD .

3. Forwarding: v forwards the RDM to its jth neighbor,
u iff
KRDM (s) ⊇ KAnn (uj , IN (uj , v))
where uj = N (v, j), j ∈ [1, #(v)] and j 6= i, where i =
the neighbor from which v received the RDM
Before forwarding the RDM, v pushes i into SF .
4. Acknowledgement: v considers itself as the recipient t
and acknowledges the RDM with an ACK message iff
|KDes (s) ∩ KAck (v)| > TAck (v)
and
|KDes (s)| − |KDes (s) ∩ KAck (v)| < TIgn (v)
where KAck (v) is the set of keywords which v is interested in, TAck (v) and TIgn (v) are locally defined
thresholds by v for acknowledgement and ignore respectively. In our current DSL implementation, KAck (v)
is set to the original announced keywords by v.
An ACK message contains two stacks, SF and SD . SF
is the stack that arrives with the RDM being acknowledged. SD is used to record the forwarding path for
data transmission from s to t, initially empty. t sends
the ACK to the neighbor which sent t the RDM. For
each following node u, which receives the ACK,
• if SF 6= ∅, u pops the top entry x from SF , pushes
the neighbor ID, from which u received the ACK,
into SD , and then forwards the updated ACK to
N (u, x);

With this route discovery protocol, aside from processed
(forwarded or accepted) RDM ids, no state information is
maintained in any intermediate node for each RDM. Instead,
the routing information is carried by the RDM/ACK itself
as it is forwarded through the network. Another benefit is
that s only knows SD but does not know SF , i.e. only partial
neighbor information of the intermediate nodes is revealed
to s. We will discuss this privacy issue in Section 5.4.
Figure 1 and 2 illustrate the process of RDM and ACK
respectively.

5.2

Data Transmission

After ACK delivery, the sender s has established a path
between s and t. With SD , the data transmission from s
to t can be conducted in the following way. Starting at s,
each intermediate node u along the established path pops
the top entry in SD , v, and then forwards the data message
to its neighbor with link index IN (u, v). Any node receiving
an RDM will obtain a path back to the originator of the
RDM. To prevent malicious nodes from using these paths
to transmit data, a digital signature can be used to ensure
integrity and a time stamp can be included for freshness
guarantee.
There are other possible options for data transmission after a path is established, which can be considered as extensions to the basic data transmission protocol.
• t may initiate a route discovery message to find an-

other path from t to s, which gives us asymmetric data
transmission.

neighbors is small. It is less possible, however, for two
nodes that pass the keyword matching test to share the
same neighbor ID for subsequent nodes. Furthermore,
to increase the confidence, we may require a duplication of N successive IDs in SF . The larger N is, the
larger probability that a loop exists.

• t may include some other keywords in its data messages
for s to find a better path.
• s and t may negotiate for a direct link between them,
which can be effective for a limited time. For some applications which need real time communications, such
as VoIP and streaming media, this option may be preferred.

For loop detection which requires N successive IDs in SF ,
distributed loop detection can be conducted as follows.

Before transferring application data, DSL provides the option for the sender to do an application test to verify the
recipient’s identity. For example, with the same keyword,
Alice as a sender may get multiple ACKs and she has to
use the application test to decide which ACK message is
from the recipient to whom she wants to send data. The
application test can be done via the established path.

• Whenever a node v tries to put a flag, it checks the successive N −1 previous IDs in SF . If they are all flagged,
v decides there is a loop and discards the RDM.

5.3

Loop Detection

For routing protocols, it is hard to detect loops without
the use of global IDs. DSL tries to solve this problem by
combining the following methods.
• Duplicated RDMs: To track the RDM/ACK correspondence, the sender has to assign a message identifier to each RDM it sends out. When a node v gets
an RDM, its message ID is checked for duplicate detection, which can be implemented efficiently with a
bloom filter. A duplicated RDM will be discarded or
ignored.
Bloom filters generate false positives, i.e. different
RDMs may be determined as duplicates. Thus after
an RDM is determined to be a duplicate, DSL may
check KRDM and SF to reduce false positives.
Due to its limited storage and computation cost, the
bloom filter or local cache may also generate false negatives, i.e. an RDM that passes the bloom filter test
may actually be a duplicate. Therefore after an RDM
passes the bloom filter, DSL further checks its hop
count and SF fields.
• Hop Count: After a previously seen RDM is detected,
v checks the number of nodes this RDM has passed.
Since DSL records the forwarding information in SF ,
v just needs to check the number of entries in SF . The
RDM is discarded if it exceeds the size limit of SF or
a given hop count threshold.
A proper hop count threshold has to seek a balance between the timeliness of loop detection and the length
of a legitimate path, both of which are decided by applications and the network topology. Because the path
length distribution follows a power law in many real
applications, the hop count threshold can not be too
small. On the other hand, a large hop count threshold results in large performance overhead when many
loops can be detected within a few hops.
• Duplicated forwarding path: Since each node inserts
a neighbor ID into SF , if a loop exists, a repeated
pattern in SF will be detected.
The chance for two different nodes to add the same
neighbor ID into SF may be large when the number of

• Whenever a node v sees a duplicated neighbor ID in
SF , v puts a flag on the entry it pushes into SF this
time, i.e. the one on the top.

In this way, all the nodes on an RDM path help detect loops.

5.4

Intermediate Node Privacy

The bit length for neighbor IDs is limited due to both
the scalability concern and the number of neighbors a node
can have. Therefore, when SD is returned to the original
RDM sender, although it contains the local neighbor IDs of
intermediate nodes, it is still hard for malicious senders to
explore the network topology because of the high collision
probabilities among neighbor IDs.
An attack with a malicious sender and a malicious recipient together may get both SF and SD for the paths
between them but requires more sophisticated techniques
and more resources, including correct KRDM and necessary
social links to obtain additional path information through
benign intermediate nodes.

6.

A VERY PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

We have begun to develop a prototype implementation to
evaluate DSL. At this early stage our goals are to observe
overall connectivity of a network of DSL nodes and identify
the extent of future challenges. To measure connectivity we
build random social networks of varying size based on [8].
We start with this model as it closely represents the geometry of social networks with varying transitivity. After building a social network (no new nodes are added), each node is
assigned a single keyword from a dictionary. At each time
interval, all connected nodes within the social network exchange keywords. This action is called global propagation
because all nodes propagate their keywords during the same
time instant. Then, nodes with the lowest values for closeness centrality in the underlying social network attempt to
discover routes to all other nodes within the overlay network (created by keyword propagation), using the process
described in the route discovery Section 5.1. In our simple case the overlay network is equivalent to the social network but in general this may not be the case. We make
the assumption that with uniform keyword propagation and
breadth-first route discovery, if the least central nodes can
discover routes to all other nodes then any more central
node can also discover routes to all other nodes. Closeness
centrality is a metric for the average distance from a source
node to all other nodes as described in [13]. At each time
instant we measure the number of nodes to which the node
with the lowest closeness centrality has discovered routes.
When this number equals V (the number of nodes in the
network), the network is connected.

After a brief analysis of small networks containing thousands of nodes, we observe that under global propagation,
the least central node discovers routes to all other nodes in
five time steps on average. This observation is not an indicator of the speed of creating connected networks in DSL
(particularly since global propagation is not likely in a distributed system) but a demonstration of the ability to form
them and some of the inherent protection provided by DSL.
By integrating keyword-based filtering into the social network, nodes indirectly connected by social links must rely
on keyword propagation to explicitly construct trusted paths
in order to route messages.
Also, the impact of clustering within the network on route
discovery is unclear. In our tests, increasing the clustering coefficient of the social network sometimes decreases
the number of newly discovered routes at each time step.
This preliminary result may support the significance of loop
avoidance/detection (since more clustering results in more
loops) but more extensive evaluation is required.
Our simple experiments gave us the opportunity to observe other features of DSL. A key limiting factor of the
protocol is scalability of keyword propagation. In our simple scenario, where each node is assigned a single keyword
each node will maintain O(V ) keywords. In future tests we
will examine more complex cases in order to formally evaluate the protocol’s robustness to attack and the community
structure formed by nodes with keywords in common.

7.

RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review the related work in social
network based email filtering and peer-to-peer routing.

7.1

Email Filtering

The trust relationship in social networks has been studied
extensively [3] [10] [7] and applied to many applications [4]
[9] [6] [5]. Among those applications, email filtering is most
closely related to our work.
The main idea to apply social networks for email filtering is whitelisting [6] [7] [5] , i.e. allowing emails from the
trusted users with a certain trust or reputation score.
TrustMail [6] [7] lets each user (as a recipient) assign reputation scores to other users (as senders) he/she knows directly and then compute the reputation scores for unknown
senders by recursively looking for the opinions from users
who know these senders. The final reputation score for an
unknown sender is determined by the recipient based on
the information collected along his/her social path to the
sender. Different recipients may get different scores for the
same sender, according to their locations in the reputation
network.
RE [5] provides an extension to the current email clients
and servers for propagating whitelists such that a recipient R
can check whether a sender is on the whitelist of R’s friends
while at the same time keeps the privacy of each user’s contact list. Although this friend-of-friend relationship can be
further explored to longer social paths for a better coverage,
the authors note that it increases the risk of false negatives
(i.e. whitelisting untrusted senders) because the trust decreases along the long path.

7.2

Peer-to-Peer Routing

Numerous routing protocols have been proposed for peerto-peer networks, such as Chord [16], CAN [14], Pastry [15],

ROFL [2], and Tapestry [17].
CAN [14] uses hash table functionality to provide an Internet scale distributed infrastructure for locating resources
within the network. CAN nodes own individual zones within
a virtual coordinate space. A public uniform hash function
maps the key of a key-value tuple to a point in the coordinate
space. By storing the zones owned by local neighbors, CAN
nodes use greedy forwarding to find straight line paths to
destination coordinates. CANs provide scalable routing and
indexing using a set of globally-known hash functions that
do not allow control over resource location or every other
node’s ability to locate the resources of a particular node.
Also, CAN construction relies on established infrastructure
to create its overlay network. In DSL, we hope to build
on the ideas of CAN by providing node-controlled keyword
based routing.
A similar class of hash table based routing schemes are
presented in [16], [15], and [17]. In each of these networks,
the emphasis is on efficiency with some limitations on resource owner control and resilience. A DHT-based approach
utilizing social links is presented in [11]. In these networks,
social links are used primarily to prevent misrouting and as
an optimizing feature. Although it relies on some hierarchical structure and DHTs, the idea of using semantic-free
labels for routing as described in [2] is similar to DSL routing. One of our goals, is to eliminate the need for names as
unique identifiers for routing while including application semantics or authentication information in the labels to ensure
correct routing.

8.

REMARKS

In this paper, we present Davis Social Links, a new communication architecture considering both network routing
and social/trust relationships. We show that, by introducing a keyword-based route discovery mechanism, not only is
it much harder to spam but also a message receiver has sufficient controllability to defend itself against traffic/messages
that it does not want to receive. One very interesting design
choice of DSL is to remove the need for any form of globally
unique network-layer identifier. Identification of a peer under DSL is purely based on keyword discovery, social/trust
relationship, and the application-layer semantics. We have
shown that global connectivity can be accomplished without
globally unique identifiers. Furthermore, in our preliminary
study (not being discussed in any details in this paper),
DSL provides traceability for both network and social/trust
relationships, while the privacy of its users is reasonably
protected.
We must confess that DSL is still very immature in many
ways. Therefore, one important purpose of this paper is
to report to the network security community regarding our
initial ideas about the security of our communication infrastructure. We are certainly looking forward to feedback,
criticism, and discussion leading to collaboration and further
development.
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